SWANPOOL
LOCAL NATURE RESERVE
http://swanpool.org.uk/

Based on a design by
Carly Anne Swann

Minutes of the Swanpool Management Forum AGM &
Meeting held on:
Wednesday 12th May 2010 at 3.45pm
at The Information Centre, Swanpool, Falmouth

Present:

MB: Malcolm Brain (Chair)
DY: David Yelland, Falmouth Bay Residents’ Association
PL: Peter Lochrie, Swanpool Lessee
GT: Gary Thomson, Swanpool Volunteer Warden
DM: Donald Martin, Cornwall Council
BM: Bob Eldridge, Marlborough School

1. Apologies: Beth Tonkin, Martin Rule
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Minutes of Last Meeting

Action

Item 4: Additonal Swanpool Funding: DY confirmed the community grant
money had been approved, to access funds the group is required to invoice
FTC
Item 8 MR to review “Go wild for Wildlife” for next meeting
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Site Up-date
BE confirmed that he was keen to return to the group
PL unfortunate news that the Pen Swan was killed by a fox and that the
remaining signets have been sent to the RSPCA. A press release will be
issued tomorrow and the website will be updated accordingly. It is unlikely that
there will be anymore signets this year.
PL asked DM to pursue the fishing Bylaw matter
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DM

Fishing Byelaw
As per item 3

DM
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Eco Island
MB issued response letter to Eco Islands. Eco Islands response stated that
they were unable to action any further work or repair until their position/dispute
has been resolved between themselves and Natural Engalnd. MB detailed his
concern that this may be a delaying tactic and that this issue is totally separate
to the matter between Eco Island at the Swanpool Management Forum
MB Agreed to write a further letter to Eco Island to state that the SMF is still
dissatisfied and will continue to look for a satisfactory resolution, if this is not
reached the SMF will seek recompense through the small claims court. The
letter to be released by the 20th May 2010 with a request for response within 14
working days.

MB

The group suggested that this could be highlighted in a press release
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Website
PL highlighted the cost was to be £300 and not £400 for the two year contract
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Any Other Business
PL highlighted AB’s frustration over the position of the Eco Islands and that AB
had upset a car park attendant.
PL highlighted that the swanpool leaflet was in need of updating. There was
discussion over the front cover image, however the original image received the
stringest support from the group. Aim was to get 3000 copies printed.

PL

PL stated that the numbers on the signs at the top of the road had been
updated
PL raised the open day and whether it should continue. PL suggested that it
be combined with the Fireworks display and would incestigate. Would be
discussed again at the next meeting.
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Date of Next Meeting
July 14th at 3.45

PL

